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Overview
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Storware vProtect is an enterprise backup solution for virtual environments. It is able to backup 
virtual machines that are running on Open Source platforms such as Citrix XenServer, 
Xen (based on a regular Linux distribution) and KVM, RHEV, Oracle VM.

Storware vProtect is providing a comprehensive, scalable protection for RHEV/RHV environments.

Using snapshot based backup strategy, one can quickly backup not only data but also configuration of 
the running virtual machines. Storware vProtect also provides easy to use CLI and web UI 
management interfaces.



Architecture 
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Backup providers
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- Support most of storage & tape libraries

- In-line data deduplication &

compression

- Scalability 

- Object Storage Magnifies the Cost 

Efficiency of Cloud Storage 

- Good way to build a DR site

- Object Storage Provides Easy Access to 

Storage Anywhere / Cloud / RES API

- Object Storage Provides Unlimited 

Capacity to support Cloud or on-prem 

installations 

- Local, iSCSI, NFS, CIFS Storage

- Cost Effective

- Easy of management



Additional Hypervisors for advanced protection 
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Additional Backup providers in near future 
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Functional Features: 

- VM-level backup and restore

- Hybrid protection (2nd tier can be on SWIFT object storage 

locally 

or in cloud) / DR or DRaaS option

- Option to integrate with IBM Spectrum Protect (TSM)

- Prioritized backup

- RHEV/RHV native API support Snapshot consistent technology

- KVM hypervisor support (both QCOW2 disk format and LVM 

volumes)

- Easy to use and intuitive management interfaces: CLI and web UI

- Scalability 
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Easy way how to protect RHEV/RHV VM’s … 

Protect your VM’s in 3 easy steps: 

1. Index VMs available on hypervisors

2. Group and schedule backups or backup on demand

3. Restore VM if needed
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Friendly management

 www.storware.euStorware vProtect – efektywny backup środowiska Red Hat Virtualization (RHV)
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Nadszedł Czas na Pana Marcina ….. 
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